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This Week  
 

Class Three children have spent the week using their measurement skills, writing letters and 

investigating light. Maths started with scales and the children discovered the importance of 

identifying the amount between each interval on a scale. The class then went on to solving scale 

problems and explored negative numbers on a thermometer scale. Following that, the class put their 

measure skills to the test on Mathletics, and finished off the week finding the perimeter of shapes 

using the cm squares within the shapes. Next week in Maths the class will begin the week by putting all 

their measuring skills to the test during a Classroom Olympics event. The class will then spend the 

rest of the week exploring Geometry and the properties of shapes.  
 

In English this week the children have identified and analysed the language used within persuasive 

writing and used the key language features to write their own persuasive letters. After evaluation, the 

children then edited their letters using Microsoft Word and made them even better. Next week the 

class will identify and use the perfect form of verbs using have and has to indicate a completed action. 

They will also identify and use the determiner a or an according to whether the next word begins with 

a consonant or a vowel. Finally, alongside this learning, the class will identify and apply the skills 

required for reading comprehension. 
 

In Science this week the class investigated whether or not we can see in the dark. Before their 

investigation, the children made sure that they planned it carefully and followed some important steps 

in order to make sure that it was a fair investigation.  
 

 

Talk Time  
Please talk to your child about online bullying and explain that they must always let an adult know if 

someone or something has upset them online.  
 

 

Important Dates...  
School closes for half term on Friday, 28th 

October @ 3:15pm.  
  

 

Don’t Forget...  
Harvest Rucksack Appeal – send in your rucksacks, 

stationery and white socks.  

 

 

Special News! 
 

This week’s Outstanding Children are:  
                                                   Harrison Price           Keinan Markar  

                                                Natasha Ramsay           Jack Fannon 

                                                  Connor Seddon           Max Parkinson 

                                                    Shane Staker           Kaitlyn Marsden 

                                                                 Rubie Derbyshire            
                                               

This week’s Stars of the Week are: 
Rubie Derbyshire and Jack Fannon   

 

This week’s Star Writers are:  
Connor Seddon and Libby Pullen 

 


